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n Overview The Testing Site Manager (TSM) is currently available in two versions, 
one configured for 32-bit architecture and the other configured for 64-bit 
architecture. 

• The 32-bit TSM has a memory (RAM) threshold that limits the amount 
of concurrent TSM testers to approximately 150, even if a large 
amount of CPU resources is available on the TSM machine. 

• The 64-bit TSM can access more memory and increases the number of 
concurrent testers up to 500 (275 for WIDA administrations).

 Sites that need even more powerful testing capabilities and have the 
necessary software, hardware, and support resources, can manually 
configure the 64-bit TSM to allocate more memory to the Java Virtual 
Machine (JVM). This maximizes the use of the system resources 
available in the environment and increases the number of concurrent 
testers to well beyond 500. This maximized, re-configured version of 
the 64-bit TSM is referred to as the “Mega” TSM.

 Generally speaking, only sites with a significant need to test 
concurrently with a very large number of students need to consider this 
process. 

 Case Study: Click   Case Study   to learn how schools in the 
Milwaukee school system successfully configured, implemented, and 
tested using multiple Mega TSMs. 

To configure a Mega TSM, sites must perform the following tasks:

1. Verify that the host machine has sufficient RAM and CPU configured.

2. Install the TSM (if necessary) on the host machine.

3. Stop the TSM service on the host (TSM) machine.

4. Modify the TESTING_SITE_MANAGER.vmoptions file in the TSM 
installation directory so the JVM can access the necessary amount of 
RAM.

5. Restart the TSM service on the host (TSM) machine.

 Important: To re-configure a 64-bit TSM, you do not need to reinstall 
the TSM software, assuming that the current TSM hardware meets the 
Mega TSM system requirements (see “Mega TSM System Requirements” 
on page 4) and that Automatic Updates are disabled (see “TSM 
Updates and the Mega TSM” on page 6).

 Summary
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The following are the system requirements to configure a Mega TSM.

Dedicated TSM Machine
The TSM host machine (virtual or physical) should be dedicated to the 
TSM. In other words, the host machine’s major function should be to run 
the TSM service. Running other applications on the machine may interfere 
with TSM’s ability to manage content.

Operating System
The Mega TSM runs on the following versions of the Windows 64-bit 
operating system only: 

• Windows Server 2008 R2, 2012, 2012 R2*

• Windows 7, 8.1, and 10

*A server-class level of operating system is recommended for a Mega TSM 
machine.

Available RAM
At least 8 GB of RAM, with at least 4 GB free and available to the TSM.

Available LAN Bandwidth
At least 200 Mb.

Available Disk Space
At least 20 GB.

CPU
A 4x dual-core i5 at 2.4 GHz or equivalent. 

Note: After the JVM has sufficient RAM, CPU capacity can become 
a significant constraint on TSM performance. When preparing virtual 
environments for the Mega TSM, be sure to allocate an amount of CPU 
capacity commensurate with the available RAM. 

n Mega TSM 
System 
Requirements



Part I: Verify that the Host Machine has Sufficient RAM and CPU Resources
Verify that the host machine has sufficient system reserves to support a TSM with 4 GB of dedicated RAM. 
Also, having 4 GB of RAM dedicated to the TSM allows your system to use a large amount of CPU, and the 
more CPU you have configured, the better. 

It is recommended that you configure at least 4 CPUs, and ideally, 6 CPUs or more. A machine with fewer 
than 4 CPUs configured is unlikely to be able to take advantage of the added memory and increased capacity 
of the Mega 64-bit environment. 

Part II: Install the TSM 
The second part of the process is to install the TSM, if necessary. If the TSM is already installed, skip to 
Part III: Stop the TSM Service.

If you need to install the TSM, download the 64-bit Windows version of the TSM from the Downloads page 
of eDIRECT, or the Technology Downloads page of the WIDA Assessment Management system (WIDA 
AMS), to the desktop of your TSM Windows machine, start the TSM installation wizard, and follow the 
instructions. When you install the TSM, remember to disable automatic updates (see “TSM Updates and the 
Mega TSM” on page 6). For detailed TSM installation instructions, see Volume II: Testing Site Manager 
(TSM) of the DRC INSIGHT Technology User Guide. 
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 Important: The process of configuring a Mega TSM involves 
customizing the TESTING_SITE_MANAGER.vmoptions TSM 
configuration file. When a TSM update is installed (either manually or 
automatically), the customized TESTING_SITE_MANAGER.vmoptions 
file is overwritten and any Mega TSM configuration changes are lost.

To avoid losing your Mega TSM configuration changes, DRC 
recommends that you perform the following actions:

• Because the auto update process will automatically overwrite the 
TESTING_SITE_MANAGER.vmoptions file, disable the TSM 
Automatic Update process on your Mega TSM machines and perform 
TSM updates manually for these machines. For  details about how to 
disable Automatic Updates, see Changing a TSM Configuration.

• After you have created a Mega TSM TESTING_SITE_MANAGER.
vmoptions file, create a backup copy of it, rename it (for example, 
to TESTING_SITE_MANAGER.vmoptions.bak), and store it in a 
location that is not affected by the TSM update process. 

 After you update the TSM, you can use the backup copy to replace the 
TESTING_SITE_MANAGER.vmoptions file the update installed and 
restore your Mega TSM configuration changes.

Use one of the following methods (A or B) to change a TSM configuration 
and disable automatic TSM software updates. 

Method A.

 Install a new TSM, or uninstall and reinstall an existing TSM, 
checking Disable Automatic Update during the installation process.

 Changing a TSM 
Configuration

n TSM Updates 
and the Mega 
TSM
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Method B

1. Enter the following URL from a supported browser on the machine 
where the TSM is installed: http://localhost:8080/admin/
manageTSM. 

2. When the Manage TSM Settings page displays, check Disable 
Automatic Update and click Save to save your changes.

 Note: If you have questions about using the TSM configuration 
software, please contact DRC Customer Service.

 Changing a TSM 
Configuration (cont.)

http://localhost:8080/admin/manageTSM
http://localhost:8080/admin/manageTSM


Part III: Stop the TSM Service 
The third part of the process is to stop the TSM service. When the TSM is installed, the TSM service starts 
automatically. Before you make changes to the TSM configuration, you must first stop the TSM service. 

 Important: Verify that the TSM is not actively updating content or checking for updates before you 
attempt to stop the TSM service. Do not attempt to stop the TSM service if the TSM is active.

1. To verify that the TSM is not updating content, open the TSM by selecting Start–All Programs–
Testing Site Manager–Testing site Manager. When the TSM displays, verify that all of the content is 
up to date and that the TSM is not active (see the image).

2. To stop the TSM service, locate the TSM service in the Services manager. On a Windows 7 machine, for 
example, you can use one of the following methods:

• Select Control Panel–System and Security–Administrative Tools–Services–
TestingSiteManager, right-click and select Stop to stop the service.
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Part III: Stop the TSM Service (cont.)
• Enter Ctrl-Alt-Delete, Start Task Manager, select the Services tab, select TestingSiteManager, 

right-click and select Stop Service.

3. Within a short time, the TSM service should stop.
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Part IV: Modify the TSM Configuration File 
The next part of the process is to edit the TSM configuration file to reflect the amount of RAM you want to 
allocate to the JVM. The TSM configuration file, TESTING_SITE_MANAGER.vmoptions, is located in the 
TSM installation directory wherever the TSM is installed. For Windows machines, the default installation 
directory is C:\Program Files\TestingSiteManager

1. Open the 64-bit TESTING_SITE_MANAGER.vmoptions file in a text editor such as Notepad. On 
Windows machines, the 64-bit file is located at C:\ Program Files\TestingSiteManager\ TESTING_
SITE_MANAGER.vmoptions. 

  Important: Save a copy of the file as TESTING_SITE_MANAGER.vmoptions_old as a backup. 
 

 The following image shows a 64-bit TESTING_SITE_MANAGER.vmoptions file with standard 
(default) settings (with the settings you will be replacing highlighted).

Figure: Sample 64-Bit TESTING_SITE_MANAGER.vmoptions File Before Editing

2. Edit the standard 64-bit TESTING_SITE_MANAGER.vmoptions file. First, remove the old parameters. 
Then, copy and paste the parameters listed below (between the lines) into the file. This list contains new 
values for the Xms, Xmx, NewSize, and MaxNewSize parameters.

  ======================================================

 -server
 -Xms4096m 
 -Xmx4096m 
 -XX:NewSize=2048m 
 -XX:MaxNewSize=2048m
 -XX:PermSize=256m
 -XX:MaxPermSize=256m
 -XX:+UseConcMarkSweepGC
 -XX:+UseParNewGC 
 -XX:+CMSClassUnloadingEnabled
 -XX:+HeapDumpOnOutOfMemoryError
 -XX:+DisableExplicitGC

 =======================================================
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Part IV: Modify the TSM Configuration File (cont.)
3. Save the modified TESTING_SITE_MANAGER.vmoptions file in your text editor. The modified file 

should contain the new values for the Xms, Xmx, NewSize, and MaxNewSize parameters that match 
your system resources (as highlighted below).

Figure: Sample 64-Bit TESTING_SITE_MANAGER.vmoptions File After Edit

4. Close the text editor. 
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Part V: Restart the TSM Service 
The final part of the process is to restart the TSM service to make your changes take effect. 

1. To restart the TSM service, locate the TSM service in the Services manager. On Windows machines, for 
example, you can use one of the following methods:

• Select Control Panel–System and Security–Administrative Tools–Services-TestingSiteManager, 
right-click and select Start to start the service.

• Enter Ctrl-Alt-Delete, Start Task Manager, select the Services tab, select TestingSiteManager, 
right-click and select Start Service.

2. When the TSM service starts, the TSM JVM will automatically use the new settings from the 
TESTING_SITE_MANAGER.vmoptions file.
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Summary:  


As the largest school district in Wisconsin, Milwaukee Public Schools needed a highly scalable solution for 


managing online assessment content at their 150+ schools. Data Recognition Corporation (DRC)—the 


state’s assessment vendor and online testing provider—worked directly with the district to build an 


enhanced content management solution that would meet their needs. This solution would ultimately be 


adopted by several other districts in Wisconsin and throughout the country.  


 


Milwaukee District Profile 


(2015–2016):  


75,568 students 


158 schools 


86% students of color 


70% economically disadvantaged 


20% special needs 


Technology Focus: 


Assure that all students and staff 
have equal access to technology 


Better than 2:1 ratio of students  


to computer devices 


 


 


Background 


Milwaukee Public Schools is one of 424 school districts in 


Wisconsin that administers the Wisconsin Forward Exam—


a statewide, standards-based assessment for grades 3–8. 


The Forward Exam is delivered online each spring using the 


DRC INSIGHTTM Online Learning System.  


As part of the DRC INSIGHT system, schools have access to 


the Testing Site Manager (TSM) application. The TSM can 


be used to cache test content prior to testing, which 


reduces the bandwidth needed to deliver online tests. The 


TSM also provides failover for student responses in the 


event of an Internet disruption at the school. The TSM is 


installed on one or more computers at the school, relative 


to the number of students who will be testing. 


Challenge 


DRC’s standard TSM software (32-bit) typically supports 


about 150 students testing at one time, which meets the 


needs of average-sized schools. The Milwaukee Public 


Schools district was looking for a more scalable alternative, 


due to their large testing population (40,000+ testers) and 


high-capacity infrastructure (broadband service, Wi-Fi, and 


high-speed centralized network serving all schools). The 


district asked DRC to design a new TSM that could scale to 


meet the size and sophistication of their online testing 


environment.  


64-bit Testing Site Manager (TSM)  


Milwaukee Public Schools 


DRC’s Testing Site Manager (TSM) 


is an application that supports 


online testing. It provides caching 


services and other tools to help 


districts manage their online 


testing environment. 
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64-bit Testing Site Manager (TSM)  


Milwaukee Public Schools 


  


DRC administers the Forward 


Exam to 455,000 Wisconsin 


students in 424 school districts 


using the DRC INSIGHTTM 


Online Learning System. 


Solution 


With the standard TSM, the school district would have needed 


to install a very large pool of TSMs on their network servers. 


Even in a load-balanced pool, they would’ve had to set up and 


maintain over 250 TSMs, which was not practical for a 


centralized implementation.  


DRC’s solution was to build a 64-bit version of the TSM 


(“TSM64”) that could be configured to offer significantly 


greater capacity, processing power, and memory usage. With 


the TSM64, the school district was able to create a load-


balanced pool of only 20 TSMs configured to the specifications 


of the various servers in the pool. This reduction in the number 


of required TSMs—from over 250 down to 20—would be a 


much more workable solution for the district.  


Proof of Concept 


As a proof of concept, DRC rebuilt the TSM in a 64-bit virtual 


framework. This allowed testing of the new TSM’s performance 


and its enhanced memory-usage capability.  


A cloud-based “mega server” was created on which to deploy 


the first TSM64 and perform rudimentary load testing of its 


ability to manage large-scale content requests (as it would 


need to do as a content caching system). The “mega TSM” was 


built as a single virtual server with 32 GB of system RAM and  


8 CPUs. The “mega TSM” was a customized TSM64 with special 


memory configurations.  


Under load, it was clear that the TSM64 was able to scale up based on available hardware resources and 


could potentially meet the demands of thousands of concurrent users if properly configured and 


resourced.   


Further testing of the TSM64 proof-of-concept model was carried out on a load-balanced pool of two 


servers, each with a “mega TSM” configured to run as a content and response caching service. Again, the 


results for content caching were similar to those achieved on the initial testing (excellent scalability).  For 


response caching, limitations were noted on the number of concurrent testers that could be supported. 


Response caching was not supported when using a load-balanced configuration.   


Development and Testing 


Based on the successful initial load testing of the proof-of-concept model, DRC built an operational version 
of the TSM64 for Wisconsin. An additional set of load testing plans was executed independently of the 
proof-of-concept testing.  
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64-bit Testing Site Manager (TSM)  


Milwaukee Public Schools 


 


  


Pilot Test 


Five large districts in Wisconsin were chosen to pilot the new TSM64, including Milwaukee Public 


Schools. Testing took place in the spring of 2016 over an eight-week testing window. DRC helped each 


district configure their TSMs based on their network architecture and the hardware used to host them. 


A variety of configurations were used, including both centralized and distributed TSMs; both load-


balanced and non-load balanced pools; and both server-class and standard desktop/laptop hardware. 


District Configuration 
Response Caching 


Enabled* 
Peak Concurrent Testers 


per Hour 


Milwaukee 
Centralized, load-balanced 
pool of 20 TSMs 


No 6,204 


Madison 
Centralized and distributed 
server-class TSMs; distributed 
64-bit laptops 


Yes 2,169 


Eau Claire 
Distributed server-class TSMs 
and desktop-based TSMs 


Yes 1,836 


Green Bay Centralized, server-class TSMs  Yes 1,068 


Appleton Centralized, server-class TSMs  Yes 903 


*  While all five districts used content caching, Milwaukee chose not to enable response caching due to 
the limitations on scalability and load balancing when using response caching.  


 


Findings 


Districts saw an increase in the number of 


students who could test concurrently when using 


the new TSM64. The most sizable increase was 


seen when the standard TSM64 was further 


configured as a “mega TSM” to utilize additional 


system memory on centrally managed, server-


class hardware.  


Milwaukee’s load-balanced implementation used 
a robust network infrastructure running at GB 
speed, and leveraged sophisticated technical skills  
 on the part of testing site staff to troubleshoot certain issues. For example, the district found that they 
needed to ensure their network was able to support enough concurrent connections to a single IP 
address (peak testing exceeded 6,200 concurrent testers per hour).   


In no cases did a district experience technical issues attributed to the TSM64 or its configuration. In all, 


the TSM64 pilot test in Wisconsin was a success. 
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64-bit Testing Site Manager (TSM)  


Milwaukee Public Schools 


 


 


Conclusions 


When configured as a “mega” TSM, the new 


TSM64 was proven to be a highly effective 


option for districts with large student 


populations who wanted to reduce the 


number of TSM installations needed at their 


schools. Milwaukee Public Schools was able to 


reduce the number of TSMs they needed from 


over 250 (32-bit) down to only 20 (64-bit). This 


represents a 92% reduction in the number of 


TSMs needed, not to mention the time saved 


on the part of technology staff to install and 


manage each TSM server. 


It’s important to note that the districts who 


saw the greatest scalability improvements 


were using very robust, centrally managed 


district networks with server-class hardware, 


and had technology staff on site to carry out 


and support these implementations.  


DRC’s latest performance tests show that using 


the standard, “out-of-the-box” TSM64 on 


desktop/laptop hardware (not server class) 


installed directly in schools (not centrally 


managed) can also yield performance 


improvements.  


 


“The 64-bit version of the TSM opened 


up the ability to use more-scalable 


hardware. The special memory 


configuration of the ‘mega TSM’ gives 


the extra boost to get all you can get 


from that scalable machine. We are 


very pleased to offer this as another 


option for customers centralizing on 


robust, capable networks.” 


– John Bandy 


Chief Information Officer 


Data Recognition Corporation 


To learn more about using the 


64-bit TSM at your testing site, 


please contact your state’s DRC 


Customer Service Team.  


DRC INSIGHTTM Fast Facts 


 Delivered over 25 million online assessments in 2015–2016 


 Used in large-scale, statewide testing programs for 10 states and 1 multi-state consortium 


 Meets the needs of schools and districts that have diverse technology environments and 


network capabilities  


 Provides an advanced suite of tools for technology coordinators to plan, configure, and 


manage online testing from one centralized application 
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